
BOWHILL ENGINEERING

► CAPABILITIES
Bowhill Engineering is an innovative structural steel engineering firm with 

specialist capability in large complex steel structures.

Founded in the early 70’s, Bowhill has developed an enviable track-

record for project delivery. Bowhill’s reputation is built on:

Bowhill is widely recognised for excelling at technical challenges. Their 

collaborative approach draws together project stakeholders driving 

down the risk profile to ensure successful outcomes. Their geographic 

location suits their core competency and allows efficient transport 

anywhere in Australia.

Bowhill directly employs a stable workforce of 44+ highly specialised staff, 

this strengthens their community and provides the ability to deliver world 

class innovative solutions for their national clients. The firm delivers some 

$10 million worth of landmark projects annually.

2500t/annum | 3500m2 workshop | 140t onsite movement capacity

► DISCRIMINATORS
• We do things the right way, every time. No exceptions.

• We’re immensely proud of the fact we’ve embedded compliance into our culture. This 

dedication to doing things the right way for our staff, our clients, and our environment is how 

we’re able to point to a track record in quality, safety, and environment that’s unmatched in 

our industry.

• We work together to ensure we are safe. 

• We have developed a system that unlocks the combined energy of a highly engaged hazard 

committee. We remain focused on proactively reducing the risk of injury to all of our staff, and 

indeed anyone that visits our facility or works with us on our site or our customer’s site.

► KEY CUSTOMERS
▪ McConnell Dowell
▪ Lang O’Rourke
▪ Oz Minerals
▪ Fulton Hogan

► KEY MARKETS
▪ Infrastructure
▪ Mining
▪ Defence

► QUALITY APPROVALS & AWARDS
▪ ISO9001 Quality
▪ ISO45001 Safety
▪ ISO14001 Environment
▪ AS5131 CC3 Structural Steel Fabrication
▪ AS3834.2 Weld Australia & RMS Certification – pending Oct

We transform our people and our 

communities by optimising & building 

structures that matter.

We’re specialist fabricators of heavy 

and complex structural steel. We 

collaboratively build structures, from 

design optimisation through to 

installation, that benefit many 

Australians.
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